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Disclaimer: this presentation is somewhat biased:
1) ATLAS & CMS (but ALICE and LHC-b are also important!)
2) Just a few selected topics are presented
4) All credit to the authors, all mistakes are mine
3) A large number of very capable and talented people
contributed to presented studies: if I omitted some
names and/or references, it's entirely accidental
Detailed description of “mentioned” studies can be found at:
http://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/EXOTICS/
http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/PRS/susybsm/
5) I will try to paint the “big picture” in 18 minutes (hmm...)
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I am heavily relying on these (and other) sources:
“From Dirac to Neutrino Oscillations" by T. Ahrens,  Kluwer Academic Publihers, ISBN 0-7923-7886-5
"Unification and Supersymmetry" by R.N.Mohapatra, 3rd edition,  2002, Springer-Verlag, ISBN 0-387-95534-8
"Massive Neutrinos in Physics and Astrophysics" by R.N.Mohapatra and P.B.Pal, 3rd edition, 2004, World Scientific, ISBN 981-238-070-1
“Lepton Flavor Violation (etc)”,  Y.Kuno, W.R.Molzon, S.Pakvasa (editors), 2002,World Scientific, ISBN 981-238-084-1
(in particular and especially using J.Feng’s “Theoretical Motivation for Lepton Flavor Violation”)
“Physics of Neutrinos and Applications to Astrophysics”, by M.Fukugita and T.Yanagida, 2003, Springer-Verlag, ISBN 3-540-43800-9
Standard Model: low energy approximation
Energy Scale Standard Model SUSY xDims/low-energy QG
Global symmetries: are easily broken at higher energies
EW
High B,  L,  Lf
Lf
B,  L
B,  L,  L   also  B-L (?)
f
This table is from J.Feng, and other possibilities are also possible (such as LR SUSY, then B-L is broken by 2 units, LSP Dark Matter is OK)
The point is: breaking of the global symmetries of the standard model signals the emergence of BSM, i.e. new 
local symmetries that are (presumably) restored at higher energies where the world is “elegant and beautiful”
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Is the universe elegant/beautiful/(more) symmetric?
Is “beautiful” the same as “symmetric”? Is “non-symmetric” necessary “not-beautiful”?
Nicole Kidman as Mrs. Coulter in “The Golden Compass”Kirsten Dunst as Mary Jane in “Spiderman”
Of course, there are many people better qualified than me to discuss this, though I don‛t think anybody has the definitive answer
These questions are of the same nature as “did the universe have (any) quantum numbers in the beginning?”
Why do we have three generations of quarks and leptons?
Is there any symmetry connecting quarks and leptons?
Are there more generations? Do quarks and leptons have 
structure? Is Higgs a composite particle? Does t-quark play
a special role? What explains the shape of Higgs potential?
How to reconcile gravity with other fundamental forces?
What is the ultimate symmetry of nature?
How to explain baryogenesis? How did the universe evolve
right after the Big Bang? Is it the unique solution?
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LHC: Win-Win Scenario - “Something” Must be There
    SM but no “light” Higgs breaks the unitarity in W W  scattering!L L
However, SM or whatever Higgs does not have to be THE solution...
(these are "old" plots “lifted”
from CERN Courier (44) 2004)
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Leptons, Photons, Jets and Missing Transverse Energy
Reconstructed entities relevant for BSM analyses:
ATLAS and CMS Detectors
Most important to understand for many BSM analyses
when we start taking data in 2008: SM backgrounds
(detectors are not to scale as shown here!)
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LRSMs, Neutrinos, Symmetries and Dark Matter  
E.g. two (left and right) Higgs triplets provide a parity conserving Lagrangian
All fermions are treated symmetrically as left-handed and right-handed doublets
The smallness of left-handed neutrino masses and parity violation in low-energy
weak interactions are explicitly connected and  M(ν)  ~ 1 / M(      )  R
 N
If neutrinos are of Majorana kind, i.e. they are their own charge conjugates, the
See-Saw mechanism is possible, e.g. right-handed neutrinos       would be massiveRN
Quantization of electric charge is preserved
R.N. Mohapatra and G. Senjanovic, Phys. Rev. D23 (1981) 165 
The symmetry is based on SU(2)  x SU(2)  x U(1)    , new neutrinos, vector bosons and Higgses 
B-LL R
CP violation is also possible - two out of three Sakharov‛s conditions satisfied!
Baryogenesis via leptogenesis and Sphaleron mechanism
The first implementations of LRSM were developed by
J.C.Pati and A.Salam (Phys. Rev. D 10, 275 (1974)), and
R.N.Mohapatra and J.C.Pati (Phys. Rev. D 11, 566, 2558 (1975)). 
e.g. L. Wolfenstein (1981)
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All three samples are normalized to integrated pp luminosity of 500 pb-1
                        Dielectron invariant mass  (GeV/c  )2
Explore W(dileptons) > 800 GeV/c  after Missing Et < 100 GeV2
















Best limits on M(W  ) > 1.6 TeV - from K  - K  mass differenceR S L
"Doubly Charged Higgs at LHC" by K. Huitu et al., Nucl. Phys. B487 (1997), 27
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Dijet-LowerPt e invariant mass
Efficiency (all events): 38%, ttbar bckg: 1.2  0.2 events
Events in the plot: 26, signal region: 14, ATLFAST: 13
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ATLAS, Lint = 300 fb
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2 same-sign isolated electrons + 2 jets
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ATLAS, Lint = 300 fb
-1
m(Ne) = m(Nμ) = m(Nτ)
NOT ALLOWED
m(Z') ≤ 2m(Ne)
2 isolated electrons + 4 jets
















ATLAS studies of new vector bosons and Majorana neutrinos: J. Collot and A. Ferrari, 
ATL-PHYS-98-124, ATL-PHYS-99-018; A. Ferrari et al, Phys. Rev D62 (2000) D13001













Notice that same-charge lepton pairs combinations are possible
The signature: two or four jets and two leptons
Best limits on M(W  ) > 1.6 TeV - from K  - K  mass differenceR S L
Simplified treatment: the standard CKM matrix is used in the
quark sector, the same SM vector & axial couplings assumed
Isotropic decays of right-handed neutrinos are assumed
Heavy neutrinos decay to lepton and dijets via virtual WR
"Doubly Charged Higgs at LHC" by K. Huitu et al., Nucl. Phys. B487 (1997), 27
Sensitivity to Doubly-Charged Higgs




G.Azuelos, K.Benslama and J.Ferland, hep-ph/0503096
Dileptons from tau pairs
some plots for Δ   and Z   are shown hereR R
++
Doubly-charged RH Higgs 
pair production via new ZR
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K.A. Assamagan, A. Deandea, P.A. Delsart
(K.A.Assamagan’s
slides at APS’03)
Large Extra Dimensions (N.Arkani-Hamed, S.Dimopoulos, G.Dvali, G.Gabadadze)
Bringing gravity energy scale down to electroweak scale
G         ~ M        ~ M      RNewton Planck
-2
D
-(n+2)     -n M   - the true scale of gravityDn    - number of compactified
        extra dimensions (xDims)
R    - xDims size
Eliminating the hierarchy problem all together
KK modes of gravitons escape into extra-dimensions - local
non-conservation of energy-momentum in (our) 4 dimensions
Newton's law would deviate from 1/R  at relatively large
distances (compare with recent result from R.S.Decca et al., 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 94, 240401 (2005): α < 10   for  λ∼200nm
2
12
i.e. gravity is less than 1%
non-Newtonian at 6 microns
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Signatures of Large Extra Dimensions
Rates and angular distributions of non-resonant SM processes modified: Drell-Yan process













signal δ=2  MD = 4 TeV
signal δ=2  MD = 8 TeV
signal δ=3  MD = 5 TeV





















Sensitivity: up to ~5-6 TeV
Integrated pp luminosity: 
V.Kabachenko et al., ATL-PHYS-2001-012
M  = 4 TeVDEffective
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TeV   Extra Dimensions and KK "Excitations" of Vector Bosons-1
The actual reason: low-energy GUT (K.R.Dienes,E.Dudas and T.Gherghetta)
R ~ 1/TeV = 2  10  fm,  SM vector bosons propagate in the bulkx -4
Phenomenology of "small" extra-dimensions from T.Rizzo (Phys. Rev. Lett. 61 (2000) 055005)







Resonances directly observable up to ~5.8 TeV with 100 fb -1
G.Azuelos and G.Polesello, SN-ATLAS-2003-023; G.Polesello and M.Prata, SN-ATLAS-2003-036
VERY IMPORTANT: spin, forward-backward asymmetry and interference
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Large Extra Dimensions and Micro Black Holes
Assuming that gravity is strong at relatively large distances, two partons
passing each other at a distance below Schwarzchild radius (for the amount
of energy they carry), might form a black hole that would immediately decay
via Hawking radiation.
C.M.Harris et al., ATL-PHYS-2004-033
















































MP = 1 TeV
MP = 3 TeVMP = 5 TeV
MP = 7 TeV
S.Dimopoulos and G.Landsberg,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 87 (2001) 161602
By reconstructing the mass (using decay products)
and temperature (from lepton and photon spectra)
we get a handle on compactification scale and the
number of xDims using Hawking radiation formula
Search for Graviscalars and Their Effect on Higgs
Assuming classical approximation for Black Hole production, Higgs production
would be very large, because BH decay democratically. Graviscalars (partners
of gravitons) might provide a way to improve the sensitivity to Higgs discovery
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Randall-Sundrum Warped Extra Dimensions 
)2Graviton Mass (TeV/c
















































































 L=10 fb∫c=0.01 and 
Randall Sundrum Graviton
 ee→G 































r - compactification radius, Λ is gravity scale, k is 5D space-time curvature, x are roots of Bessel function J
m are separations between neighboring KK modes of graviton, ρ depends on open channels, c=k/M   is coupling
c 1
Pl
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Radion in Randall-Sundrum Theory
G.Azuelos et el., SN-ATLAS-2002-019 
Radion (scalar) represents fluctuations between branes, its mass
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Assuming Higgs mass = 125 GeV
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Leptoquarks: Motivated by Theories of Grand Unification
COM-PHYS-2004-071  V.A.Mitsou et al.
SN-ATLAS-2005-051  A.Belyaev et al.














Full MC-based analysis is underway
Up to 14 different types, differing by spin, fermion number F=3B+L, isospin
and chirality of the coupling. Production cross section is dominated by gg fusion.
Experimental signatures for pairs
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Narrow Resonances and Extended Gauge Symmetries










































SSM - sequential SM, ψ, χ, η - Z arising in E6 and SO(10) GUT, (A)LRM - left-right models
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New Strong Interaction at TeV Scale: Technicolor
Motivation: every fundamental energy scale should 
have dynamic origin: i.e. Higgs's vev should reflect
the characteristic energy of a new strong interaction,
similar to QCD picture (K. Lane, hep-ph/0202255)
A-la QCD: technifermions are bounds into technihadrons,
technipions are pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons. 
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Little Higgs: Higgs is a pseudo Goldstone boson
Based on the ideas of dimensional deconstruction: several copies
of gauge groups and sets of fermions: SU(m)xSU(n). Breaking
this global symmetry at ~TeV scale yields the Standard Model.
    Surviving pseudo Nambu-Goldstone bosons are Higgses. 
N.Arkani-Hamed et al. hep-th/0104005, hep-th/0105239,hep-th/0206020, hep-th/0206021
hep-th/0104005
In the most economical scenario there are
two copies of SU(2)xU(1), and the smallest
number of new degrees of freedom is 30, 
to be compared with 126 in SUSY and ~1000
in extra-dimensions (hep-th/0106021).
a "moose" (or quiver)
diagram of the 
theory space from
Littlest Higgs is the lightest surviving PGB whose
mass is protected from quadratic divergencies
below the energy where global symmetry breaks 
etc.
Top quark helps to break the global symmetry
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ATLAS study: G.Azuelos et al., hep-ph/0402037
Largest quadratic corections to Higgs mass
singlet quark T
W  , Z  ,  AH HH
+-
3 new a-la-LRSM Higgses
New particles
Littlest ("SM") Higgs is assumed to have been discovered with a particular mass































tbZ and WZ backgrounds
300 fb-1
T.Han et al. (hep-ph/0301040)
other decays:
 Wb and ht
Invariant Mass (GeV)
T -> tZ -> Wb dileptons -> 3 leptons, E  , b-jetT
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       Sensitivity to Z  and A   in 
dielectron channel versus the scale
 where global symmetry is broken
      Sensitivity to W  and  Z   in 
         various decay channels 
(5σ reach to the left of the curves)
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Summary and Some Questions
A large number of sensitivity studies have been performed since ~1994
Many models are difficult to distinguish from each other experimentally
Lots and lots of exciting theoretical ideas and, also, degrees of freedom
Does the higher-energy world really have to be symmetric and elegant?
Is 14 TeV energy frontier opening a window on completely new physics?
Many (most? all?) BSM search analyses will probably be signature-based
The results will then be interpreted in the framework of particular models
Sensitivity studies performed so far are a great asset for this purpose
Critical: to understand SM backgrounds and measure them from the data
Even more important: calibration and understanding detector performance
Will LHC be able to help explain ν masses, dark energy and baryogenesis?
At the LHC we hope to discover the new local symmetries directly
